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Chelsea arsenal match report

PlayBurley: Arsenal can't afford to let Aubameyang leave (1:25) Craig Burley believes Arsenal should go everything to keep Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang at the Emirates next season. (1:25) Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang scored twice to secure a 2-1 win for Arsenal against Chelsea in the FA Cup final on Saturday. Chelsea, who started brighter with Christian Pulisic becoming just
the second international player in the United States to score in the FA Cup final, was following in the footsteps of Carli Lloyd who scored for Manchester City in 2017. - Stream FC Daily on ESPN + - Insider Book: Ollie wants Sancho asap. City, Chelsea chase €120m American star opened chelsea account just five minutes later when Mason Mount sent a low ball into the penalty
area that was passed in the course of Pulisic by former Arsenal striker Olivier Giroud. A quick touch from Pulisic on the penalty spot was all it took to chip the ball over Emiliano Martinez's header. Arsenal thought he equalised on 25 minutes when Nicolas Pepe hit a dazzling ball from outside the box into the top left corner after Willy Caballero. The Gunners scored a goal after just
one minute though when Cesar Azpilicueta brought Obaliang down in the penalty area and referee Anthony Taylor pointed to the penalty spot. Arsenal coach Mikel Arteta said before the match that winning the FA Cup would be crucial to keeping Arsenal's mantra and that It was Upamyang who stepped up to put Arsenal up in 28 minutes. Azpilicueta had a tough day on the pitch
and the Chelsea captain limped into tears after 34 minutes with a hamstring injury, and was replaced by Andreas Christensen. Mikel Arteta said securing the FA Cup would be crucial for Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang in contract negotiations. David Price/Arsenal via Getty ImagesFrank Lampard was forced to change the last seconds of the restart when Pulisic also fell clutching a
knee tendon after Chelsea's first attack in the second half. The first 20 minutes of the half were slower with both sides failing to find any kind of spark. Despite building momentum for Chelsea, Obamyang broke the deadlock and added his second day in 67 minutes. A quick pass from Pepe saw Aubameyang take a touch before he digs the ball over Ceballos' head. Luck was not on
Chelsea's side and six minutes later Mateo Kovacic was dismissed after his sliding tackle on Granit Chaka saw him get a second yellow card. Chelsea were reduced to nine men in the final seconds of the game after Pedro came down with his shoulder in the penalty area and had to get oxygen being a stretcher off. It is Arsenal's 25th win in the European qualifiers and means
wolves will have to win the Europa League if they want to appear in the competition next season. After the game, Arteta thanked Manchester City coach Pep Guardiola for his guidance during his time as assistant at the club. I must say thank you to Pep at all because I am now a coach in a large part of it, Arteta told BT Sport after the game. If someone had told me when I started I
would go through this and just see the spirit in that locker room with the staff and what we were creating - that's what I'm most proud of. The FA Cup returns on Saturday when Chelsea spend an early evening playing at Hull, which is currently in the middle of the championship table. Chelsea (4-3-3): Keba; Azpilicueta (c), Rudiger, Christensen, Emerson; Kante (Mount 69), Jorjenio,
Kovacevic (Barkley 66); Hudson-Odoi, Abraham, Willian (Batshuayi 79). Unused subs Caballero, Zouma, Alonso, Pedro.Scorer Georgiou 28, Azpilicueta 87Booked Emerson 21, Christensen 59Arsenal (4-2-3-1): Leno; Bellerin, (c), Mustafi, David Luiz, Saca; Torera, Chaka; Pepe (Holding 80), Ozil (Guindzi 55), Martinelli (Willock 90); Latt (c). Unused subs Martinez, Maitland Niles,
Ceballos, Nketiah.Scorer Martinelli 63, Bellerin 87Sent-off David Luiz 26Booked Guendouzi 76Crowd 40,577Referee Stuart Atwell Hector Bellerin first goal in the Premier League since January 2018 saved a point for Arsenal 10-man, Who resisted twice to secure a 2-2 draw at Chelsea despite having David Luiz dismissed on his return to Stamford Bridge. Shukran's pass is pitiful.
Jürgenio made no mistake from the penalty spot to give the hosts the lead at the end of the first half, but the Gunners responded early in the second half by Gabriel Martinelli, who took advantage of Ngolo Kante's 10th goal of the season. Chelsea thought they snatched the three points when Cesar Azpilicueta collected the ball with six minutes remaining, but Arsenal equalised
again after just three minutes through Bellerin to keep his slim chances of occupying the top four. Frank Lampard is six points ahead of fifth-placed Manchester United, who play Burnley on Wednesday. Meanwhile, Arsenal remain in 10th place, 10 points ahead of the Blues. Chelsea were on arsenal's back from the whistle and the guests needed a final block from Mustafi to deflect
Mateo Kovacic's goal-bound shot in the seventh minute. Get on Sky Sports football your homeLive on Sky Sports this weekAndres Christensen then nodded wide from a corner and Tammy Abraham saw a header saved by Leno from close range, before Callum Hudson Odoi attempted across the crossbar after almost catching Bernd Leno as the Blues dominated Chelsea:
Arezabalaga (5), Azpilicueta (7), Rudiger (6), Christensen (6), Emerson (7), Kante (6), Jorginio (7), Kovacic (6), Hudson-Odoi (7), Abraham (6), Willian (6). Subs: Barkley (5), Mount (6), Batshuayi (n/a). Arsenal: Leno (7), Bellerin (7), Mustafi (4), Luiz (5), Saka (6), Torreira (7), Xhaka (8), Pepe (6), Ozil (5), Martinelli (8) and Lacazette (7). Subs: Gwynedd (7), Holding (n/a), Willock
(n/a). Man of the match: Gabriel Martinelli. In the end, it was a mad moment from Mustapha that gave Chelsea the lead, and a numerical advantage. The German's backhand was left unthreatening lyno stuck on the edge of his own penalty area when Abraham folded the gunners' goalkeeper. With England ahead around the ball slide into an empty net, Louise bundled him down
from behind to receive his marching orders. Photo: David Luiz is kicked out at Stamford Bridge after long protests from visitors, the Brazilian is slowly coming out of the field, much to the delight of home fans, and Eugenio slit home a kick spot to leave the gunners with a mountain to climb. Despite Chelsea's control of the ball, the Gunners found a way back into the game when
Martinelli maintained his composure in a rare break from Arsenal. Photo: Gabriel Martinelli celebrates his goal with teammate Bocaio Saca, the 18-year-old took advantage of Kante's midway slip before racing on goal and quietly shoving the ball alongside Keba Arrizabalaga to bring his side level. Alexandre Lacazette soon ballinto the net again as the 10-man Gunners went over
just a point, but was correctly ruled out for a clear blow. Emerson Palmieri is in Chelsea's starting line-up instead of Rhys James to face Arsenal in the Premier League clash at Stamford Bridge. James picked up a knee injury in the 1-0 loss at Newcastle and was doubtful heading into Tuesday night's clash. Mateo Kovacic started ahead of Mason Mount in the only other change for
Chelsea, while Hector Bellerin returned as Arsenal's captain, with Ainsley Maitland Following the withdrawal. Azpilicueta then popped into the box to sweep home from close range for what he and his team thought were the winner, but stamford bridge's celebrations were cut short when guncaptain Bellerin drilled home into the bottom corner to seal the point. Chelsea coach Frank
Lampard: I am disappointed by the situation of the game. We deserved to be 1-0 for a while after that we used to them with 10 men but we created enough chances in the second half, it was the same old story, we couldn't take it. In football, basic mistakes can cost you points. Arsenal coach Mikel Arteta: Time will tell if this is a starting point, but at least I saw a reaction. I demand
from the players that they never give up, we have to keep playing with the spirit we have shown in every game. I'm proud of the way they reacted. to have their backs. It's a good point at the end. Man of the match - Gabriel Martinelli Image: Martinelli neglects on the slip of Ngolo Kante to score the equaliser for Arsenal Gabriel Martinelli was his tenth goal in all competitions this
season, making him the first teenager to reach double figures in a single season for Arsenal since Nicolas Anelka in 1998-99.The Young Brazilian is a real bright spot for the Gunners so far this season and Arteta has been full of praise for the 18-year-old. He's a great kid. He gets in the box. He plays against Cesar Azpilicueta who is one of the best defenders in the league and
continues to take over. This is not easy. Martinelli's draw sparked wild celebrations from Arsenal players... Arsenal had only two shots in this game, scoring with each. The Gunners have shown more Premier League red cards against Chelsea than they were against any other side in the competition (8). The penalty made Him the first Chelsea player to score at home and away
from home against Arsenal in the same season of the Premier League since Juan Mata's 2012-13.13 trip to Hull City on Saturday in the face of the fourth round of the FA Cup. Kick-off at 5:30 pm. Arsenal are also in the FA Cup in the fourth round of action when they travel to Bournemouth on Monday 27 January. Kick-off 7.45pm 7.45pm
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